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The Golden Age of the World's Greatest
Detective returns for a ﬁfth volume!
Reprinting the Dynamic Duo's
adventures from BATMAN issues #17-20
(1943), this volume features the ﬁrst
stories illustrated by legendary Batman
artist Dick Sprang as well as an
introduction by comics historian Michelle
Nolan.
Batman Oxford University Press, USA
Light the Bat-Signal, because Detective

Comics #1027 is here! In honor of
Batman’s ﬁrst appearance in Detective
Comics #27, this special, book-size
celebration brings you the biggest
names in comics as they chronicle the
most epic Batman adventures Gotham
City and the DC Universe have ever
seen! The World’s Greatest Detective
has a mountain of cases to crack: Who
murdered Gotham’s most corrupt police
oﬃcer? What does The Joker’s annual
visit mean for Bruce Wayne? And most
importantly, what WayneTech mystery
will sow the seeds of the next epic
Batman event? All this and more await
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you within the pages of the biggest
Batman issue of them all!
DC Comics
Celebrating Batman and Joker's seventyﬁve years as cultural icons, this Joker
Anthology collects stories from the
characters seven decades as the
greatest villain in comics. Featuring
stories from BATMAN #1, 5, 25, 32, 85,
163, 251, 427, BATMAN #15 (THE NEW
52), DETECTIVE COMICS #64, 168, 180,
475, 476, 726, 741, 826, DETECTIVE
COMICS #1 (THE NEW 52), WORLD'S
FINEST COMICS #61, SUPERMAN #9 and
BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK
KNIGHT #66.
Batman Titan Publishing Company
These tales from Batman #655-658,
#663-669, and #672-675 introduce
Damian Wayne! Plus, Batman and a
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group of global heroes face a killer on a
mysterious island, and Batman relives an
adventure in the life of young Bruce
Wayne: the hunt for his parents' killer!
Batman Unwrapped: R.I.P. Dc Comics
The Dark Knight and Zatanna - one of
the world's most powerful magicians join forces to take on an all-new
Ventriloquist, Talia al Ghul and the
Riddler. But is romance bubbling under
between Batman and Zatanna?
Detective Comics Annual (2018-) #2 DC
Comics
After years on the shelf, Batman returns
to the Black Casebook! Throughout his
career, Batman has compiled his most
disturbing cases into one volume, its
every page ﬁlled with bizarre horror and
crimes he never quite managed to solve.
Now a case from the past has re-opened
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itself in the here and nowÉand Batman
will ﬁnd himself face-to-face again with
one of the deadliest villains he fought in
his early years: the Reaper!
Batman (1940-2011) #665 DC Comics
Damian Wayne has made his move
against a familiar threat from Bruce
Wayne’s past-so why has the former Boy
Wonder targeted none other than
Tommy Elliot-a.k.a. Hush? It may have
something to do with the Black
Casebook that Bruce liberated from The
Joker’s territory in the monumental
Detective Comics #1027...but how far
will Damian go to avenge this grudge
from his father’s past?
Detective Comics (2016-) #1030 DC
Comics
On the eve of some of the biggest
changes ever in Gotham City, Batman
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ﬁnds himself at a crossroads with the
people of the city he has sworn to
protect. A landslide victory for antivigilante mayoral candidate Christopher
Nakano is bringing with it new legislation
to outlaw the Bat-Family’s very way of
life-and with his rogues gallery still
knocking on his door, Bruce will need to
make some tough decisions about the
future...
Volume 5 Dc Comics
The super-powered stars of "52," are
featured in this graphic novel that
collects ten of the best-told stories of
Adam Strange, The Metal Men, The
Question, and others, spanning the
1960s to today.
Batman: Lost (2017-) #1 DC
Father vs. son round two! Batman and
Damian Wayne are once again butting
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heads after Bruce uncovers the missing
Black Casebook pages in the clutches of
his estranged son. But when the
notorious Hush captures the entire BatFamily, the Dark Knight and the former
Boy Wonder must put aside their
diﬀerences to help Nightwing, Batgirl,
Signal, Orphan, Red Hood, and
Batwoman survive!
Absolute Batman & Robin Dc Comics
Batman: Overdrive, in graphic novel
format, tells the story of how a young,
pre-Batman Bruce Wayne came to build
the Batmobile while still processing the
pain and guilt of his parents' death, and
how he comes to understand that he
doesn't have to walk through life on his
own.
Bruce Wayne - the Road Home Dc
Comics
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Trapped in the Dark Multiverse, batman
must face his greatest fears!
The Greatest Batman Stories Ever
Told BatmanThe Black Casebook
Spinning out of the events of “The Joker
War” and Detective Comics #1027
comes a tale of the beginning of the end
for Gotham City’s status quo. With
tensions ﬂaring and a new mayoral
candidate making his anti-hero agenda
known to the city, Batman and his allies
are stretched thin to keep the peace. But
just as things couldn’t look any worse, a
string of gruesome murders has left a
trail of the most corrupt in Gotham City
losing their heads...literally. If Batman
doesn’t quickly ﬁnd the killer-the Dark
Knight will be next.
Batman and Son Dc Comics
Set in the wake of Bruce Wayne's death,
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Dick Grayson takes on the mantle as
Batman and Damian Wayne joins him as
Robin to investigate Bruce's mysterious
death.
Batman Archives Dc Comics
Gotham City is a war zone - but it's not
the one-man battle Batman envisioned
when he started his crusade against
crime. Now a masked killer has
appeared, intent on using this chaos and
confusion to his advantage. The only
sound he makes is the noise of his lethal
attacks.
Detective Comics (2016-) #1037 Dc
Comics
A new foe called the Mirror has joined
the Dark Knight’s rogues gallery-but is
there more to this villain than meets the
eye? Or is he simply a reﬂection of the
world around him? As the Bat-Family ﬁnd
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themselves on the run from the Mirror’s
army, Damian Wayne lurks in the
shadows, plotting his next move in a catand-mouse game between father and
son that can only end in disaster!
The Black Casebook Titan Books
Written by Bill Finger, Jack Schiﬀ and
various; Art by Bob Kane, Jerry Robinson,
George Roussos, Dick Sprang, Jack
Burnley, Charles Paris, Winslow
Mortimer; Cover by Fred Ray and Jerry
Robinson Continuing DC Comics'
decades series devoted to the Caped
Crusader, this volume looks at the Dark
Knight's beginnings! Featuring Batman
stories from BATMAN #7, 15, 20, 31, 37,
47, 48, 49, DETECTIVE COMICS #27, 33,
38, 49, 80, REAL FACT COMICS #5,
STAR-SPANGLED COMICS #70, and
WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #30, this
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volume includes Batman's ﬁrst
appearance and the debut of Robin, the
ﬁrst telling of his origin, and the debuts
of the Joker, Two-Face, Catwoman and
the Mad Hatter. Batman | 182pg. | Color
| Softcover | $19.95 US | ISBN
1401202063
Batman DC
Batman receives the shock of his life
when he discovers that he has a son,
Damian! After violent conﬂict with Robin
and Damian, Batman must teach his son
what it means to carry the legacy of
Gotham's Dark Knight. Meanwhile,
mysterious Batman imposters begin to
appear on the streets of Gotham. One of
these imposters begins to kill cops,
working his way towards Police
Commissioner Jim Gordon. But after
failing in his pursuit and being captured,
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Batman falls into a coma and his mind
ﬂashes back to a deﬁning adventure in
the life of a young Bruce Wayne...the
hunt for his parents' killer! Collects
BATMAN issues #655-658, #663-669
and #672-675.
Batman: Detective Comics #1027
Deluxe Edition Dc Comics
"Including an exhaustive presentation of
sketches, models, computer renderings,
working drawings, and photographs of
the construction process and the
ﬁnished work, this book documents the
project at a level of detail that allows
complete and careful study from its
conception to its completion. This indepth graphic presentation is
accompanied by commentaries from the
architect, as well as series editors Jeﬀery
Kipnis and Todd Gannon, that further
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explore both the cultural and technical
signiﬁcance of this important building."-BOOK JACKET.
Batman in the Forties Princeton
Architectural Press
Only you can help Batman™ solve a
mystery and be the hero Gotham needs
in this interactive story! In Batman's
crime ﬁghting career, there are very few
cases he can't solve. But when he needs
help, he has one hero to rely on…you!
Robin has disappeared, and Batman
needs help ﬁnding him. Now, it’s up to
you to step into the role of "The Solver,"
Batman's trusted helper in times of
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need. Together, you will use the
resources of the Batcave, the catalog of
ﬁles on the Batcomputer, and your
sources in Gotham City to help solve the
case of Robin’s mysterious
disappearance. Filed with interactive
elements like removable crime scene
photos, puzzles, and more, this book
also acts as a fact-ﬁlled guide to the
mysteries of Gotham City. Kids can
examine clues, gather evidence, and
confront suspects alongside the Caped
Crusader in order to bring the right
villain to justice!
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